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Minimum size – Maximum power!
The best pump you can find!

X-treme Volume for X-treme bikers!

QUICKER PRO Art.nr 116660010

QUICKER xtreme Art.nr 115780010

Quicker Pro uses a patented technique
called Multi Chamber Double Action.
Contrary to all other hand pumps on the
market, Quicker Pro produces a constant
airflow. It generates the same air-volume
per stroke regardless of what pressure
you have in the tyre! So if you for example
pump from 2-3 bars or from 9-10 bars the
number of strokes will be the same!

An important factor in pumping, is how
much force you need!

If you are looking for a really fast pump
with much volume, but not necessarily
super high pressure, this is the pump
to buy!

The pressure can be read at the integrated
pressure gauge, which is cleverly placed in
the front cylinder of the pump.

Facts

Quicker Pro features a valve lock that
fixes the pump to the valve and prevents
leakage. The valve/nipple seal can easily be
unscrewed and in order to change the valve
just turn the inner parts.

Diameter: 34 mm

The force used when inflating with Quicker
Pro is at 7 bars only 5 kilos/11 lb. A conventional pump requires 17-20 kilos /37-44 lb.!

The MTB-bikers will be pleased using the
Quicker X-treme.

Mounting clip(s) included.

Material: Alu/Polyacetal.
Length: 180 mm
Weight: 160 grams
Capacity: 105 cm3/stroke
Maximum pressure: Guaranteed to
12 bars/154 PSI

In comparison Quicker X-treme is more
than double as fast as a modern telescopic
pump!
The valve lock securely attaches the pump
onto the valve and prevents air from
leaking out. Use full strokes in order to get
maximum power out of this incredibly fast
double action pump.
Quicker X-Treme is manufactured with
a strong, solid body in aluminium and

a polyacetal plastic handle that not only
looks cool, but also gives you the perfect
grip.
When purchased the valve position is for
Schrader/car valve. In order to change to
the other valves, simply take out the two
inner parts inside the head and reverse
them.

Facts
Material: Alu/Polyacetal.
Length: 230 mm
Diameter: 34 mm
Weight: 180 grams
Capacity: 125 cm3/stroke

The classic multiple Quicker!

Quicker CO2

Art.nr 116660045

Quicker CO2 is a small, explosive and
durable inflator.
A 16 gram CO2 cartridge fills 1 25” MTB
tire to 40 psi/2,8bar or a 27”/700c Road
tire to 126psi/9bar.
The CO2 Inflator has a lock system to
prevent undesired flow. You can control
the flow by a trigger.
Dual head works for all valves. Just push
the yellow dot to desired opening.
Rubber protection to prevent dust
for coming into the head.
Comes with fastening clips.

Facts
Length: 150 mm
Weight (without cartridge) 100 gram

Quicker Micro Art.nr 108700100
Quicker Micro was the first double action
pump ever produced for bicycles and balls!
Many families with children likes this pump,
because there is usually a number of different types of bikes in the garage, as well as
footballs, basketballs and more that’s need
to be inflated on a regualar basis.
Quicker Micro is easy to use, durable and
inexpensive! It is so small and handy that it
can easily be stored in the pocket of your
trousers or for example in the saddle bag
when you are biking.
There is a pair of clips included, which can
be used to attach the pump onto the frame.
It comes with adaptors for all tyrevalves
and as well as a ballneedle.

Facts
Length: 200 mm
Diameter: 28 mm
Weight: 58 grams
Capacity: 85 cm3/stroke
Maximum pressure: 4 bars/56 PSI

Small, lightweight and inexpensive!

Powerful air with Quicker Floor!

Quicker BIKE Art.nr 115770106

Quicker FLOOR Art.nr 116660050

If you are looking to reduce your total carry
on weight, but still want to have a good
pump, Quicker Bike is the perfect choice!

Purchasing Quicker Floor pump you’ll get
both high pressure and large volume for a
very reasonable price!

The Double Action in this pump is of
good quality. To pump 3 bars with the
inexpensive Quicker Bike, is comparable
with modern telescopic pump in aluminium!

Facts
Length: 180 mm
Diameter: 30 mm
Weight: 64grams
Capacity: 95 cm /stroke
3

Maximum pressure: 5 bars/PSI 70

The barrel is a light weight double walled
aluminium design. Handle as well as the
base are made of nylon fibre glass combination in order to ensure long-lasting
usage in any type of climate.

Comes with 2 clips.
Works with all valves.

The pressure gauge which indicates both
psi/bar is cleverly placed as high up as
possible on the pump for easy reading.
Manometer can be preset.
Valve lock control enables you to con
veniently leak air in case you should
have pumped too much air in the tyre.
The appropriate valve can very quickly
be selected by the side by side connection
on the valve head.

Facts
Length: 620 mm
Diameter: 38 mm
Weight: 1320 grams
Capacity: 1258 cm3/stroke
Maximum pressure: 11 bars/154 PSI.

Quicker Floor Lite Art.nr 116660055
Purchasing Quicker Floor pump you’ll get a
good pressure and large volume for a very
reasonable price!
The barrel is a light weight steel/
aluminium design. Handle as well
as the base are made of durable
polymers in order to ensure longlasting usage.
The pressure gauge which indicates both
psi/bar is placed at the lower part of the
pump. The red arrow on the manometer
can be preset, so it
will be very easy to see when you
have reached the desired pressure.
The appropriate valve can very quickly be

selected by the side by side
connection on the valve head.
A high quality floor pump with
a double head for all valves.
Alu/steel/polymer
Pressure gauge
Pressure: 6-7 bar

